John Wayne Airport Displays New Age Art by Laguna Woods’ Resident
SANTA ANA, Calif. - From January 14 through February 16, a selection of digital imagery
and acrylic paintings from Laguna Woods’ resident Susie Stockholm are on display at John
Wayne Airport (JWA) as part of JWA's Community Focus Space Program. The collages can be
viewed on the Departure (upper) Level near security screening areas in Terminals A, B and
C, and on the Arrival (lower) Level adjacent to Baggage Carousels 1 and 4.
Stockholm’s exhibition features both acrylic paintings with strong geometric shapes reflecting
the non-linear Southern California streets, as well as resolved iPad/iPhone digital imagery
that depict her travels. She merges traditional and new media by using her iPhone 6+ to
photograph her architectural grid-work acrylic paintings inspired by landmarks with
aesthetically captivating and intersecting forms. She then digitally transforms them on her
iPad Pro into photo collages to highlight the hustle and bustle of urban life from a bird’s-eye
macroscopic vantage.
“Transitioning from traditional to iPad art and photo collage is exciting; yet I’m still delighted
by the colors, architectural shapes and intersecting lines you see in my traditional paintings,”
said Stockholm.

"On the Move - Anaheim" by Susie Stockholm
Laguna Woods’ resident, Susie Stockholm, had a passion for art since a young age. Over the
years, she has lived in Santa Barbara, San Francisco, Austin, Atlanta and Hilton Head.
Stockholm creates watercolor and acrylic paintings, large textural abstracts and experimental
art, and has taught collage and iPad Art classes. Her current passion is creating art on her
iPad.

Upcoming Community Focus Space Program artists include Thom Surman (February 16 –
March 16) and Phillip Nardulli (March 16 – April 13). To learn more about JWA's Art
Programs, visit www.ocair.com/terminal/artexhibits.
-###John Wayne Airport (SNA) is owned by the County of Orange and is operated as a self-supporting
enterprise that receives no general fund tax revenue. The Airport serves more than nine million
passengers annually and reaches more than 20 nonstop destinations in the United States, Canada and
Mexico. More information can be found at www.ocair.com. Like us on facebook.com/johnwayneairport,
or follow us on Twitter @johnwayneair and Instagram @johnwayneair.
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